Japan Association of Global Governance
The 3rd Research Meeting

Programme

Date: September 21st, 2013 Saturday, from 10:00am
Place: Komazawa Women’s University
Global Governance and Responsibility

10:00-12:00

I Free Topic Session

Location: Room 207, 2nd Flr., 16th Building

Moderator & Discussant:
SHOJI, Mariko (Keiai University)

Speakers:
OKUMURA, Yukiko (Japan Atomic Energy Agency)
“Continuing efforts to strengthen the IAEA’s Safeguard Framework: Focusing on the Infrastructure Development Support through Capacity Building”

INOUE, Hiroko (Waseda University)
“What Does Civil Society Do in Peacebuilding?: The Case of Timor-Leste”

WATANABE, Tomoaki (Kyushu University)
“Shadow of Public Institution?: EU Standardization in Global Standardization Process”

Discussant:
MINE, Yoshiki (Canon Institute for Global Studies)
SHUTO, Motoko (University of Tsukuba)
YOKOTA, Masatoshi (Tokyo University of Science)

12:10-13:40 Reception

Location: Cafeteria, Underground, 10th Building

Lunch party fee: 2,000 yen (light meal with non-alcohol drink)
13:50-15:50

Ⅱ Global Governance and Financial Crises

Location: Room 205, 2nd Flr., 16th Building

Moderator & Discussant
SUDA, Miyako (Canon Institute for Global Studies)

Speakers
KURIHARA, Jun (Canon Institute for Global Studies)
AZUMA, Yoshiaki (Bank of Japan)
“Extraterritoriality in Financial Regulation: A Global Governance Challenge”
NAKAMURA, Tohru (Kobe Gakuin University)
MIYAKE, Atsushi (Kobe Gakuin University)
“Global Governance and Great Depression: Can We Apply the Gold Standard Lessons to the Euro Crisis?”

13:50-15:50

Ⅲ Global Governance and Cyber Security

Location: Room 207, 2nd Flr., 16th Building

Moderator
YAMAMOTO, Takehiko (Waseda University)

Speakers
YAMANOUCHI, Yasuhide (University of Tokyo)
“Internet and its Security as Issues of Global Governance”
KAWAGUCHI, Takahisa (Tokyo Marine & Nichido Risk Consulting Co., Ltd.)
“A Study of Deterrence in Cyberspace: A Focus on the Attribution Problem”

Discussant
RHEE, Wonkyung (Waseda University)
16:00-18:15

**Global Governance and Responsibility**

(Co-organizer: Japan Society for Public Interest and Common Goods Studies)

*Location: Room 207, 2nd Flr., 16th Building*

Moderator

SHUTO, Motoko (University of Tsukuba)

Speakers

UMEZU, Mitsuhiro (Keio University)

“Development of ‘Responsible’ Management Education: Challenge of PRME”

KAWASAKI, Kyoji (Hitotsubashi University)

“Global Governance and Responsibility from the Perspective of International Law”

CHIJIIWA, Masatsugu (The University of Kitakyushu)

“Responsibility to Protect and Global Order after Libya: From Civilian Protection to Regime Change?”

Discussant

KUYAMA, Sumihiro (the United Nations University)

18:20—18:50

**General Meeting**

*Location: Room 205, 2nd Flr., 16th Building*

*The programme would be renewed occasionally.*

http://globalgovernance.jp/